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Introduction

Recent world events have demonstrated that the Internet—and social media tools in particular—are increasingly useful for political organizing, not merely frivolous virtual spaces for youthful publics to connect socially. Rather, social media is touted as “the crucible in which...
repressed civil societies can revive and develop." For the people of Central Asia—where free expression is curtailed and news outlets are under official or non-state, non-official government censorship—information and communication technology (ICT) provides an increasingly important vehicle for political expression. Blogging and social media tools may fulfill a crucial role for non-journalists and oppositional groups that journalism serves in more democratic societies, as recent events in Tunisia, Egypt, and Iran illustrate.

In earlier eras, the costs associated with traditional or legacy media necessarily limited participation to small groups of elites. Now, the relative lack of entry costs in the online world raises the prospects for mass publics to bypass those traditional gatekeepers and become publishers and broadcasters on their own. ICTs have “had clear roles in both starting new democratic processes in some countries and entrenching them in others,” Howard noted. However, the libertarian possibilities of increased freedom facilitated by ICT access have a dark reality, as authoritarian governments adapt to the Internet age by exerting power over the Internet’s infrastructure and using activist communications for surveillance purposes.

This paper reviews recent events and legal developments related to the Internet and social media in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. They include legislation extending libel laws to online communications, blocking of oppositional and independent websites, and punishing journalists who report or comment for online media.
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Post-Soviet Repression in Central Asia

A well-established function of journalism in civil society is to furnish citizens with the free flow of reliable information they require to be free and self-governing. This function is a necessary part of any discussion of the changes to the media environment wrought by increased access to ICT. Yet two decades after their independence from the Soviet Union, the five Central Asian republics remain bastions of official and extra-legal censorship, self-censorship, constraints on journalists and news organizations, and insufficient financial resources to support independent, and sustainable, market-based press systems. These constraints prevent the development and operation of press systems that could contribute to more honest and transparent governance, build trust in the press’ credibility, promote pluralistic political systems, and promote the dissemination and critique of information and news that advances human rights and national development.
In the face of what Shafer and Freedman describe as “the bleak press rights territory of post-Soviet Central Asia…,” all five nations’ constitutions include press freedom provisions that are not enforced. The press systems vary in such components as proportion of non-state media outlets, journalist salaries, and the structure of government agencies that regulate the media. However, their shared

**Table 1**

**Press Freedom Indicators in Central Asia**

(The annual *Media Sustainability Index* from the International Research & Exchanges Board assesses the state of national media systems, both traditional and new media, based principally on input from local journalists and press observers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country &amp; Overall Score</th>
<th>Freedom of Speech</th>
<th>Professional Journalism</th>
<th>Plurality of News</th>
<th>Business Management</th>
<th>Supporting Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan 1.68</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan 1.66</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan 1.42</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan 0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan 0.56</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scoring 0 = Country does not meet the indicator; 1 = Country minimally meets aspects of the indicator; 2 = Country has started to meet many aspects of the indicator; 3 = Country meets most aspects of the indicator; 4 = Country meets the aspects of the indicator.

_Sources: Media Sustainability Index 2011: Development of Sustainable Independent Media in Europe and Eurasia._
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9 For example, Art 20 of the Kazakhstan Constitution promises: “The freedom of speech and creative activities shall be guaranteed. Censorship shall be prohibited. 2. Everyone shall have the right to freely receive and disseminate information by any means not prohibited by law.” However, it also includes this broadly worded exclusion: “3. Propaganda of or agitation for the forcible change of the constitutional system, violation of the integrity of the Republic, undermining of state security, and advocating war, social, racial, national, religious, class and clannish superiority as well as the cult of cruelty and violence shall not be allowed” (Constitution of Kazakhstan (2007), available at [www.kazakhstan.orexca.com/kazakhstanconstitution.shtml]).
Characteristics enable policymakers, researchers, and foreign funders to examine the media environment on regional and nation-by-nation bases. Since independence, these nations have been governed by regimes that can be classified as repressitarian—"meaning both authoritarian in governance and repressive in human rights practices."¹⁰ There have been no pluralistic or democratic replacements yet in Central Asia for the Soviet press model. We attribute that absence to several factors, particularly "the perpetuation of authoritarianism by regimes more committed to self-survival and self-aggrandizement than to effectively guiding and encouraging the press to advance economic and social development and participatory governance."¹¹

In addition, efforts by Western funders to build democratic press systems through professional training, university-level journalism education, and subsidies to fledgling independent media outlets have fallen short, in part because of the region’s history, economics, cultural traditions, national rivalries, and power politics.

The Media Sustainability Index¹² published by the U.S.-based International Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) highlights reasons (see Table 1) why a dramatic expansion of press freedom appears unlikely at this time. Another U.S.-based NGO, Freedom House,¹³ ranks all five press systems as “not free.” Press rights defender and advocacy groups such as the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), Reporters sans Frontières (RSF), and the Center for Journalism in Extreme Situations regularly criticize the regimes for their anti-press policies and actions. So do foreign government and multinational agencies such as the U.S. State Department and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe’s Representative on Freedom of the Media.

This lack of press freedom extends to the online realm, and the regimes’ overt hostility to traditional broadcast and print media now encompass new media. However, there are economic reasons why some regimes find themselves moderating their crackdowns on the Web. As Morozov noted: "Authoritarian regimes in Central Asia … have been actively promoting a host of e-government initiatives. But the reason why they pursue such modernization is not because they want to shorten the distance between the citizen and the bureaucrat but because they see it as a way to attract funds from foreign donors (the likes of the IMF and the World Bank) while also removing the unnecessary red-tape barriers to economic growth."¹⁴

**New Media under Attack**

Access to the Internet (see Table 2) varies tremendously among the Central Asian countries, from 1.6 percent to 39.3 percent of the population, as does the number of Facebook users.¹⁵ However, access alone is too rough an indicator of the power or potential power of the Web to advance grassroots political activism and pressure for changes within—or of—these regimes. Importantly, such data do not show the amount of time users are online and how they use that time. Do they send email, play games, watch pornographic movies, read opposition or foreign news sites, read government sites,
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download photos, or blog, for instance? To what degree does government blocking of sites affect their use? And do they use the Internet at home, where there is at least an appearance of privacy, or in public places such as cybercafes and at work?

Dutton et al. observed: “Over the first decade of the 21st century, the Internet and its convergence with mobile communications has enabled greater access to information and communication resources. In 2010, nearly 2 billion people worldwide—over one quarter of the world’s population—used the Internet. However, during the same period, defenders of digital rights have raised growing concerns over how legal and regulatory trends might be constraining online freedom of expression.”

Events around the globe, including Egypt, the former Soviet republics of the Caucasus, Iran, China, and Syria, show the variety of ways that repressitarian regimes use laws and technology to block online and social media venues for political dissent, expression, advocacy, and organization. RSF places Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan on its roster of top-ten enemies of the Internet.

A report on Internet freedom by Reporters sans Frontières observed: “The year 2010 firmly established the role of social networks and the Internet as mobilization and news transmission tools. In 2010 alone, 250 million Internet users joined Facebook and by the end of the year, the social network had 600 million members. In September that year, 175 million people were Twitter users—100 million more than in the previous year.”

**Recent Developments**

Recent events have drawn attention to an Internet freedom crisis in Central Asia—events that we summarize in this section of the paper. To illustrate, bloggers in Kazakhstan say a July 2011 decision by KazTeleCom to block domestic access to the open source publishing platform and blogging tool WordPress—for the third time—was politically motivated; the country’s principal ISP acted af-
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ter a court banned two WordPress blogs as “illegal” earlier in the year. The blockage ended about two weeks later. Also in Kazakhstan in 2011, a new website called Guljan suffered a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack with hits from about 10,000 IP addresses in and out of the country; the cyberattack forced the website to close for a week.

The U.S. Department of State has reported about the expansion of restraints on new media. For example, it described how a deputy cabinet minister in Kazakhstan ordered Internet providers to block five independent news sites. Its report also described how a Kazakhstani official suggested that a correspondent for Internet portal Stan.TV not cover a protest demonstration, threatening that she would be arrested; the official later threatened to sue her for libel. On a higher level, the Kazakhstan Information and Communication Agency established the “Service to React to Computer Incidents;” the agency’s head said it was compiling blacklists of “destructive” websites.

The Internet’s potential as a political organizing tool was underscored in 2009, when Freedom House issued its initial report on Internet freedom, covering fifteen countries but none in Central Asia. Its second Freedom on the Net report expanded to thirty-seven countries, including Kazakhstan, which was rated as “partly free” as to the Internet. The report also emphasized the interaction between constraints to maintain the regime’s power and the countervailing goal of building the country’s telecommunications industry: “Kazakhstan’s government has sought to make the Internet a new source of economic strength and build the country into the information-technology hub of Central Asia. With that goal in mind, the government has made modest efforts to liberalize the telecommunications sector, promote internet usage, and enhance the internet portals of state entities. At the same time, the authorities also attempt to control citizens’ access to information and apparently fear the Internet’s democratizing potential. In recent years, the government has blocked a popular blog-hosting platform and passed several pieces of legislation that restrict free expression online, particularly on topics that are deemed threatening to President Nursultan Nazarbaev’s power and reputation.”

Meanwhile, use of mobile communication devices is rapidly growing in the region. By 2009, Kazakhstan had almost 15 million users, with mobile-phone penetration at about 95 percent; Internet access through mobile devices also grew, but that penetration rate was a much lower 7 percent in 2010. Statistics show mobile cellular subscription rates per 100 inhabitants ranging from 63.42 in Turkmenistan to 106.99 in Kazakhstan; the other three countries had rates of more than 75.

Turning to the situation in Kyrgyzstan, its government temporarily blocked access to independent Internet news sites and print media during several days of violence in Bishkek.

It is too soon to gauge whether journalists’ rights and media independence will improve significantly in Kyrgyzstan after its second grassroots-driven change of governments and its constitutional transition in 2010 from a presidential to a parliamentary system. However, practices of the interim...
government, including the arrests of journalists, raise serious questions about the degree of liberalization that can be realistically expected. As EurasiaNet.org reported: “Recent developments in Kyrgyzstan are displaying the dark side of a free press… A few journalists have made commendable efforts to fulfill the traditional watchdog function of a free press. But such bright spots are being marred by a rise in chauvinistic and racist rhetoric in the Kyrgyz-language press, along with recent violent attacks against journalists.”

CPJ said interim President Roza Otunbaeva “talks all the right talk about the importance of democracy and the rule of law, but de facto, what’s happening with the press … right now, particularly in the south, is despicable.” Television stations were destroyed, ethnic Uzbek television journalists were evicted, and the main television station was forcibly sold to an ethnic Kyrgyz.

The situation in Tajikistan was described by Kohlmeier and Nekbakhtshoev, who wrote about the extension of libel laws to new media; the country also has closed websites that “undermined the state’s policies.” Their study cites the government’s proffered justifications, including “information security,” which is similar to—but broader than—legal provisions guarding state secrets, as well as improving journalists’ professionalism by making them “think about the consequences of their actions before they do anything”—an approach that encourages self-censorship. Violators face fines and jail.

In Turkmenistan, the website of the Turkmen Initiative for Human Rights, headquartered in Vienna, was hacked and made inaccessible for several days in the fall of 2010. That happened soon after the president ordered the National Security Ministry to accelerate its actions against “those who disseminate slanderous information about Turkmenistan’s democratic, law-based secular state.”

Another scholar explored the future of Internet media in Uzbekistan, whose government maintains the region’s most extensive and intrusive state-mandated filtering system and where websites must register as mass media. Connectivity and infrastructure have improved, but strict controls impair wider access and use. Websites of human rights organizations and exiled opposition political parties are permanently filtered and blocked. Even without an official censorship agency, the government monitors mass communications, collects and analyzes the content of information products disseminated by individuals and legal entities, and issues warnings to the media.

A 2009 study by the OpenNet Initiative assessed the degree of government filtering of political, social, and security websites globally. In Central Asia, it reported: an overall high level—defined as “pervasive”—of filtering in Uzbekistan; medium—“defined as substantial”—in Turkmenistan, and low—defined as “selective”—in the other three countries.

Contributors to Internet-based publications have been imprisoned. CPJ identified several who were behind bars in late December 2010. In Uzbekistan, Dzhambid Karimov, who freelanced for the UK-based Institute for War & Peace Reporting and for online and independent publications, was in long-term, forced psychiatric confinement; Salidzhon Abdurakhmanov, a reporter for the independent
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website Uznews, was in prison on fabricated drug charges; and freelancer Dilmurod Saiid, accused of extortion and forgery, wrote for the independent website Voice of Freedom and local newspapers. In Kyrgyzstan, Azimjon Askarov, another Voice of Freedom contributor, is serving a life sentence on disputed charges of organizing riots, possessing extremist literature and ammunition, attempted kid-napping, and complicity in the murder of a police officer.

Hope amid Crackdowns

Repressitarian governments have many tools to maintain control over Internet expression—including governmental, legal, and technological techniques—however it remains economically counterproductive for nations hoping to compete in the current wired global economy to crack down too tightly on Internet expressions. Because the Web is truly “world-wide,” there exists a jurisdictional vacuum over content regulations, leaving such regulations to the arbitrary actions of individual governments.

The ability of social media to promote political opposition and organization in Central Asia remains largely speculative to date, but there are indications of its promise beyond the five regimes’ focus to control content and access. In their study of an oppositional website launched during the run-up to the 2005 coup that toppled the first authoritarian president of Kyrgyzstan, Kulikova and Perlmutter concluded that the short-lived advocacy site suggested the Internet’s potential to bypass government controls and publicly disseminate nonofficial information.

More recently, when a series of explosions at a military munitions depot in Abadan, Turkmenistan, killed dozens of people in July 2011, the government shut telephone lines and the Internet in the town. “Citizen journalists” then reported on the incident to an Austrian-based human rights group and to foreign media outlets; they also posted photos of the damaged depot and eyewitness comments on the human rights group’s website and on a social chat site. A Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty correspondent wrote: “This discussion was taking place while official Turkmen media were broadcasting their usual cheery songs and reports glorifying the president and all of his marvelous works.” He observed: “The deadly explosions also mark the unprecedented emergence of citizen journalism in one of the world’s most isolated countries.”

Conclusion: Caution amid the Hope

There is a certain air of inevitability expressed by some government officials related to the growing omnipresence of the Web. For example, Kazakhstan’s prime minister predicted increased competition for traditional media from nontraditional media, leading to drastic changes in the entire media
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market. “Sometimes it’s not so thrilling to read bloggers, but it is the reality we have to put up with,” the prime minister said. “All media soon will be beaten by the Internet.”

Howard suggests that the presence of an active online civil society can help cause a state to transition away from authoritarianism toward democracy. With such connected populations, citizens “are no longer just consumers of content, they manage the means of cultural production through consumer electronics,” he notes.

However, it is important to recognize that even as activists become better able to use social media to organize, dangers remain. “The idea that the Internet favors the oppressed rather than the oppressor is marred by what I call cyber-utopianism: a naïve belief in the emancipatory nature of online communication that rests on a stubborn refusal to acknowledge its downside,” wrote Morozov.

Morozov particularly noted the potential for online communications to be used for surveillance purposes. Similarly, in a study of Internet use and cultural identity among Kyrgyz youth, Ibold observed: “Indeed, the Internet present potential perils for activists and ordinary citizens living under authoritarian regimes,” such as enabling such governments to gain “unprecedented insights into activist networks and activities” by mining opposition information from Facebook, Twitter, and other social networking tools.

Another implication concerns the traditional distinctions between professional and non-professional communicators. With the expanding use of new and social media by ordinary citizens and political activists in Central Asia, those blurring borders raise important questions for press rights advocates. Shafer and Freedman identified several: “Who is a journalist and how do press rights defender groups determine when to speak out on behalf of someone who falls outside traditional definitions…? Should media development organizations train bloggers and ‘citizen journalists’ and, if so, train them about what and with what funding? What roles can and should domestic and international NGOs play in the defense of bloggers, website administrators, and ‘citizen journalists,’ including those affiliated with opposition parties and outlawed groups?”

For journalists in particular, another set of questions involve the benefits and disadvantages of mobile phones. As Kenny asks, are they “a blessing or a curse” for the news? To illustrate, he proffers unintended consequences of the proliferation of cell phones in Kyrgyzstan, where 75 percent of Internet users are 30 or younger and where much of the news about the country “goes largely unreported by the larger global news community.” Kenny observes that journalism and public relations are frequently conflated there and that “the opinionated chatter of social media too often merges with fact, innuendo and rumor but is reported as truth.” He writes: “I fear that without a baseline set of news-gathering values, ordinary news consumers may end up just pinballing around the Internet, leaving Kyrgyzstan as an emerging ‘niche news’ society reliant on whatever is ‘trending now’ on Yahoo.”
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